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Value of Graphics in an Accounting System
By W. F. Bloor
Function of Accounting Systems
The underlying reason for the growing demand and value of
accountancy is the realization of the business man that an accurate
analysis of his business is as essential to progress as a carefully
planned sales or production organization and policy. The decisions
and judgments of the successful man of business today are not,
as in the past, based upon guess work or a “hunch,” but upon a
thorough knowledge of the past, present and future.
The method of presentation is, therefore, of much importance.
Some executives, for example, require a detailed record of
operations, while others need only a statement of the outstanding
facts. A busy factory or sales manager is not vitally concerned
with an increased cost of machine supplies in one department nor
with excessive traveling expenses of a salesman. These are facts
which concern only executives further down the line.
There are four general methods of presenting accounting data:
(1) By written report.
(2) By tables of figures.
(3) By graphics.
(4) By combinations of (1), (2) and (3).
Presenting business and accounting facts by a written report
and statistical tables is often necessary, particularly when much
detail and lengthy analyses are desired. However, when trends
or tendencies or a continuous story of vital data only is desired,
the graphic chart has no substitute.

Some Uses of Graphics
Pictures of facts or graphics are becoming of use in practically
all activities in which man is interested. The securing of facts
in the quickest time with the least effort is the main issue. It is
easier to see than to think, and, therefore, it is easier to grasp a
picture than a statement of facts.
The use of the graph is no new thing, but until comparatively
recent date its application had been almost entirely by mathema
ticians, biologists and engineers in the study of the laws of
science. In these fields, the data have always been so numerous
as to compel graphical treatment—and in these fields great dis
coveries have been made by the graphical method of investigation.
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During the world war, it is known that many of the great
campaigns and strategic attacks were planned out almost entirely
on charts. On this side, the war department and various govern
ment boards often made use of the voluminous records and
statistics of those days only when graphically constructed.
Within the last few years a decided increase has become
noticeable in the use of graphics by financial and trade magazines
as well as by advertisers to present facts to the public. Most
leading colleges of business now have courses in statistics and
graphics. Lecturers, teachers, economists and accountants have all
discovered the value of “picture facts.”

Use of Graphics in Business
The foregoing is mentioned merely to point out the growing
use and widespread application of graphics. To get back to the
business executive—it is reasonable to assume that the graph can
be applied to his problems as well as to others; and, as a matter
of fact, a great deal better in most cases.
When one tries to draw conclusions from a column of figures,
he generally finds that, more or less unconsciously, perhaps, he
draws a mental picture of their meaning. This is the reason the
busy and progressive executive appreciates a picture record of
operations. The vital facts and comparisons stand out plainly.
If a picture can be presented that will give him at a glance the
exact state of his whole business, with detail subordinated in the
order of its importance, so that the fundamental and important
things stand boldly in the foreground where they can not be
overlooked, and the less important facts, though present or readily
available in the form of tables of figures, receive attention only
when necessary, the executive is in a position to grasp and direct
his whole business with an intelligence and sureness of control
which promises a successful business with full returns to all
concerned.
To a considerable extent this idea has been and at present is
being carried out in many business institutions. Among the first
to use graphic methods were insurance companies, railroads and
similar businesses, the data of whose operations are voluminous
and usable only when statistically and graphically handled.
A few years ago, some of the more progressive corporations
began showing the fluctuations in the volumes of their sales from
month to month by means of graphs. The efforts of the various
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salesmen were compared by curves that ran a sort of race. Such
methods were found to enable a continuous and at the same time
complete story to be understood quickly by management and sales
force alike.
Today, graphs are used to present all kinds of business facts—
sales, advertising, production, costs of labor, material and over
head, efficiency of machinery and employees—in fact, all informa
tion that is of value to the management. The use and the value of
these charts are not limited merely to an historical picture of what
has been done. Charts, used for historical purposes only, would
not justify the effort expended upon them. The most valuable
use to which they can be put is to forecast the course of operation,
to show trends and tendencies and to enable the management to
formulate policies and map out what it proposes to do.
It has been the recent privilege of the writer to see the work
ing and results obtained by a system of graphical charts in one of
the large corporations of the country. The complete story of opera
tions is presented to the management monthly by a system of
charts planned and constructed by a central graphic department.
The management realizes that profitable production means
control, and in a big business control means records, many records,
the volume of which, unless they are analyzed and charted, over
whelms those who use them. Masses of figures that are available
each month cannot possibly be remembered until the next month.
As a result, conditions each time have to be considered largely by
themselves or as contrasted with some other single month. It is
not in this way that the laws underlying fluctuations in costs, in
production, in sales prices or in profits can be deduced. . Yet
predictions as to future conditions are an impossibility unless these
laws are known.
Where once voluminous reports of statistical data and figures
were studied by the management, now a system of graphic charts
has taken their place. If some detail or additional information,
not included in the chart, is desired by the factory manager it can
be obtained immediately from the accounting department. The
result is that only the vital facts are presented and the factory
manager is given no opportunity to let himself go astray in work
ing out details.
During a period of business depression, when economy has
become the watchword in industry, complete control of the
situation has been and is in the hands of those who are responsible,
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largely because they have the facts constantly before them. If
the waste-cost curve, for example, of a certain production depart
ment turns sharply upward one month, the factory manager
realizes it to be a danger signal; and if it continues the next month,
there is no escaping the conclusion that something must be done
to turn the curve downward. A conference with the superin
tendent, showing him the chart and the disastrous result should
the present condition continue, usually brings the desired results.
It appears evident from the foregoing that graphic methods
of presenting facts are becoming essential in all business and
other activities of man. No matter how small the business unit,
some consideration should be given to a method of presenting the
facts graphically. In a small organization the system, of course,
would be relatively simple as compared with a complex and
complete system for a hundred-million-dollar corporation.

Location of Graphic Function
The place for the graphic function is within the accounting
organization. It should, in fact, be made a part of the accounting
system, for surely no system of accounts is complete that stops
before the ultimate goal, namely, the presentation of results, is
reached.
On the following page is exhibited an organization chart of
an accounting department of a manufacturing concern, which,
with slight adjustments, should apply to any business. Conditions
are, of course, different in every business, but the underlying
principles are identical in all. Under the department manager are
three main subdivisions, namely, general accounting, cost account
ing and statistics and graphics.
Work and Functions
The function of the statistical and graphic subdivision is that
of collecting, compiling and analyzing statistics of production,
costs, sales, profits, etc., furnished by the general and cost
accounting sub-divisions, and presenting the data to the manage
ment in the most efficient manner.
External data may be coordinated with the internal statistics
through research study, which is the function of the research
section. Comparisons of commodity prices with wages, produc
tion of raw materials with market prices, sales with bank clearings,
etc., are valuable information for executives. In fact, external
data should be included as part of every graphic system. Business
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and economic conditions and movements in general have direct
and vital bearing on the future of any business—a fact which has
been well illustrated during the past year. A business man
succeeds or fails in proportion to his ability to forecast the future
of the influences determining conditions in his business. Some
of these influences are technical and concern his particular busi
ness without affecting others. There are other influences, how
ever, which are of general nature and affect all business to a
greater or less degree.
Many progressive executives now keep in touch with the long
up and down pulls of general business by means of graphic
charts based upon statistics of fundamental conditions and attempt
from these pictures of past performance to forecast the future
movements of business.

Advantage

of

Concentration

The writer has found that some advantages of having the
graphic function condensed or centralized as part of the account
ing department, instead of having it scattered over the organiza
tion, are the following.
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(1) Expert knowledge obtainable. By concentration of the
graphic function within the accounting department, it becomes
practicable to employ expert assistance in the planning and con
structing of a system of graphic charts. Much care and thought
are necessary if accurate data are to be prepared in the most
effective way. Charts can be made to deceive if put out in a
careless manner and destroy the value of otherwise useful infor
mation and weaken the confidence of the executive in the “chart
idea.”
(2) Standardisation. Charts may be constructed in all kinds
of shapes, sizes and colors and the data in different scales and
positions. If ten employees should be picked at random in a
large organization and instructed to chart independently identical
facts, there would undoubtedly result as many different ideas. It
is, therefore, essential and most practical to have a central control
over the methods of presenting the facts. As a result, all charts
that go to the organization speak a universal language, instanta
neously recognized and understood by all.
(3) Nearness to accounting records, With the graphic func
tion within the accounting department, the records and data are
at all times readily accessible. Not only are time and effort saved,
but more accurate interpretation and knowledge of facts are
possible.
(4) Duplication of work avoided. Today the successful
executive uses and depends on charted facts to such an extent
that if information is presented in any other way he will un
doubtedly have it prepared in chart form by a member of his
department.
(5) Complete story and information in one place. Concen
tration of the graphic function makes possible the constructing
of a complete and continuous picture story of the business. A
well-planned system of graphics brings to a focus for the manage
ment all the vital facts and essential operations.
On the following page is exhibited a chart of the system of
graphic presentation now in use for the factory manager of the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Through this system, the factory
manager has at all times a vivid pictorial impression—a moving
picture—of the great organization under his control. A study of
the chart will show that only the essential facts are presented.
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Conclusion
A system of charts is elastic and can be simplified or elabo
rated as much as necessary or altered to fit many requirements.
Once an executive becomes accustomed to charts for the purpose
of getting the story at a glance and making quick comparisons, he
seldom wants to go back to figures.
As the most logical place of a system of graphics is within
the accounting department of a business unit, accountants, both
public and private, should give serious and careful consideration
to the value and place of graphics as a means of presenting facts.
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